EMBEDDED
INTERFACES SOLUTION
A typical embedded design mainly has various integrated circuits interconnected using diﬀerent interfaces
based on the architecture needs, The typical interfaces that we come across in any embedded designs are
the legacy RS-232, RS-422 which are seldom used in today’s designs while UART, SPI and I2C are popular
design choices which are likely to be replaced by the newer I3C like interfaces in future. Below is a snapshot
of these interfaces used in embedded designs for various ecosystem needs.

Electronics Circuit

Mul�ple interfaces like UART/SPI/I2C are used in inter
chip communica�ons.
The I2C communica�on protocol uses only two
bidirec�onal open collector or open drain lines, Serial
Data Line (SDA) and Serial Clock Line (SCL), pulled up with
resistors. Tradi�onally typical voltages used have been +5
V or +3.3 V; however, recently +2.5 V, +1.8 V, and +1.2 V
have become more common.

UART/SPI/I2C are relevant interfaces used in machine to
machine communica�on.
The universal asynchronous receiver-transmi�er (UART)
takes bytes of data and transmits the individual bits in a
sequen�al fashion. At the receiver, a second UART
re-assembles the bits into complete bytes. Each UART
contains a shi� register, which is the fundamental
method of conversion between serial and parallel forms.
Serial transmission of digital informa�on (bits) through a
single wire or other medium is less costly than parallel
transmission through mul�ple wires.

Motor Controls

Industrial Automa�on

Sensor integra�on for motor controls need interfaces like
I2C and SPI.
Three
signals are shared by all devices on the SPI bus:
Th
SCLK, MOSI and MISO. SCLK is generated by the master
device and is used for synchroniza�on. MOSI and MISO
are the data lines. The direc�on of transfer is indicated by
their names. Data is always transferred in both direc�ons
in SPI, but an SPI device interested in only transmi�ng
data can choose to ignore the receive bytes. Likewise, a
de
device
only interested in the incoming bytes can transmit
dummy bytes.

Medical Electronics

UART/SPI/I2C are common interfaces used in medical
electronics.
I2C is well suited for boards with many sensors connected
on the bus. This helps reduce the cost and complexity of
the circuit as addi�onal devices are added to the system.

SPI and I2C are now commonly used in Ligh�ng control
electronics.

Ligh�ng Controls

SPI is a very simple communica�on protocol. It does not
have a speciﬁc high-level protocol which means that
there is almost no overhead. Data can be shi�ed at very
high rates in full duplex. This makes it very easy to use
and eﬃcient in a single master single slave condi�on.
With no limita�on on the data rate SPI becomes the
choice where data rates are important.

Défense and Educa�onal labs

Défense electronics relies on proven interfaces like
UART/SPI/I2C.
Need to enable design teams address the digital singal
�ming and protocol details eﬀec�vely.

As we can observe embedded designs are pervasive across various ecosystem electronic designs. The
cri�cal need for designers to solve their embedded hardware and so�ware integra�on challenges and
hence meet the �me to market deadlines eﬀec�vely is met completely by the new product introduced by
Prodigy Technova�ons Pvt. Ltd.

Introducing The DISCOVERY Series Logic Analyser For Embedded Interfaces Analyses
• 10 Channels logic analyser with �ming and state analysis capability
• Simutaneous mul� protocol support : UART-SPI-I2C
• Advanced trigger capability including protocol aware trigger
• Easy to use so�ware
• Smart con�nuous streaming of data between logic analyser and host computer via USB interface
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